TCR#4 report - #46 Jürgen Knupe – Part II Day 3-5 – France, Switzerland, Italy
Day 3, Charolles – Grindelwald (CP2) (France – Switzerland, country #3)
Distance
[km]

Metres of
climb [m]

Moving time
[hh:mm]

Time on road
[hh:mm]

Break
[hh:mm]

Avg. speed
[km/h]

Normalized
power [W]

373

3846

14:58

18:03

03:05

24,9

166

I started at 4am and my goal was to finish the day at CP2, in Grindelwald. I knew I had to ride more
than 360 km and climb almost 4000m – so there was not a lot of time to be lost during the day! As
Grindelwald lies at 1000m above sea level, I also wanted to book a hotel there on my way –
especially as Mike had mentioned during the briefing, that in Grindelwald hotels would all be
booked because of a national holiday that day!

6:30am in Tournus

La Saone

My early breakfast was again Charlotte’s fruit cake, but nevertheless I was happy to find an open
coffee shop in Louhans already 20 mins before 8am, where I stopped for 35 mins. Croissants don’t
return a lot of energy for their volume, unfortunately, so I needed another short stop in Crancot 90
mins later, after I had climbed a very steep 300 metres on a small road. There was little traffic,
fantastic scenery, blue skies and tailwind most of the time, so that I enjoyed a lot the ride to
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Pontarlier on the elevated plain 800m above sea level . Even the Italian TCR film crew passed me and
interviewed me on the road while riding my bike!
20 km before Pontarlier a McDonalds was advertised. I thought that was a good lunch solution today
to save some time and would have a high density of energy. Unfortunately I had chosen a smaller
road into Pontarlier, and when I arrived in the town, no signs of McDonalds were visible – at least not
to me … possibly due to my low blood sugar level !! – I had ridden 195 km already! I rode back and
forth in the city for about 20mins (!) but couldn’t find this McD! Only after I had decided to ask
Google, I found the restaurant on the outskirts of town – next to the big road! The disaster was
completed when I entered the restaurant and found endless queues of people waiting at the tills!
Instead of saving time & fast food refuelling , the selection of McD had cost me at least one hour! ☹
A few kilometers and a short climb later I entered my third country, Switzerland, where I met #114
Darren Franks. Our route led north of the Neuenburgersee and on the climb to the tunnel Darren
was slightly faster and pulled away. The ride through this tunnel was one of the scariest moments
during my journey, because it was quite dark, a lot of traffic and insanely loud. At the top the Italian
TCR film crew took some photographs and I had to stop for a few minutes to bring my adrenalin level
down …
The fast descent was a good and well deserved compensation and a lot of fun. I met Darren again in a
bus shelter working on his chain. So I decided to stop too and thought my chain also had deserved
some drops of oil after more than 1000 km – it already sounded a bit dry! As I still had ~130 km
ahead of me until Grindelwald so I didn’t waste too much time and set off.

Typical French breakfast: coffee & croissants
(in Louhans)

typical French lunch: Mc Donalds in Pontarlier
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#114 Darren Franks after descent to Neuenburgersee
I found another McD later, which worked really fast and I hoped I could now ride through to
Grindelwald without more stops. The sun set around 8:30pm when I passed the Thunersee and I still
had 30 km to ride with a climb of more than 500m – and I was hungry again! I had to find a hotel too
– something I had forgotten completely! So I stopped for a few minutes at the lake, ate a power gel
and googled some hotels in Grindelwald. Finally I found a room in one of the most expensive hotels
there and booked it. Despite the price I was happy, because I already felt very tired and I expected
the night to be very cold and uncomfortable without a bed.
The last climb to Grindelwald was hard for me; it was dark, cold and I felt tired. I reached CP2 in 2
days 23 hours and 45 min in P17! I found my hotel, emptied the Minibar (which was included in the
price!), and after I had washed my clothes and myself I had a good dinner in the hotel restaurant. I
planned to have a longer sleep this night and enjoy the breakfast at 7am, so that I could start the Day
of the 4 Passes in daylight and with enough energy – although I was sure I would lose some positions
while sleeping so long!

Short snack stop at Thunersee

CP2, Grindelwald, just 15min under 3 days, P17
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Day 4, Grindelwald – Lugano (Switzerland – Italy, country #4)
Distance
[km]

Metres of
climb [m]

Moving time
[hh:mm]

Time on road
[hh:mm]

Break
[hh:mm]

Avg. speed
[km/h]

Normalized
power [W]

220

4359

11:23

13:37

02:14

19,4

159

The alarm rang at 6:45am, at 7am I was sitting at the breakfast table, already in my biking clothes. I
enjoyed a very good ,big breakfast and set off to climb my 1st Pass of the day, Große Scheidegg, at
7:50am. After a few kilometres I followed the sign “Große Scheidegg”, which turned off left from the
main road. I was a bit surprised, because this path was very small and quite steep. After 100m of
climbing, partially with 20% gradient, the path continued as a gravel path – now I was sure I had
chosen the wrong route ☹ . So down I rode again and followed the main road. Once I had to stop
because of a Post bus, which wanted to overtake me on the narrow road. Later Daniel Fisher
overtook me, but I met him later at the top of the climb again. It was cloudy but the view was great
and rain was not forecasted before late afternoon.

Big breakfast in Grindelwald

start of my ride to Große Scheidegg (1962m)
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#133 Daniel Fisher at the top of Große Scheidegg Post buses, Große Scheidegg
The next climb to Grimselpass was a 1500 metres climb from 650m up to 2165m and I was happy,
that it was not a hot but cloudy day. But it took me about 2,5 hours to climb this pass! On the
descent you have a beautiful view to the Furka Pass, which would be the next 700 metres of
climbing. But before I started this climb I recharged myself with the best Pasta Carbonara I had eaten
for a long time!

Grimsel Pass, 2165m

view from Grimsel Pass to Furka Pass (2436m)

Lunch before Furka Pass

glacier in the background
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Hotel Belvedere, Furka Pass (007 Goldfinger!)

St. Gotthard Pass, 2106m

I arrived at the top of the Furka Pass around 3:30pm on P20 – so I had lost only 3 positions since my
arrival in Grindelwald, despite my long sleep in the Hotel! The film crew took some photographs, and
as it started to drizzle, I lost no time, put on my rain jacket and went down immediately. I could
escape the rain and after a descent of 900m I started to climb the last Pass of the day immediately,
the St. Gotthard – another 600 metres of climb. I was only the second person behind Stuart Birnie,
who also chose the route to the south via Lago di Como and Lago di Garda, which promised a much
flatter (~3000 metres less climbing) but about 100 km longer route to CP2, than the direct route
across several more passes.
It was already 5pm and I had done only 108 km so far! I wanted to ride at least to the Lake Lugano –
another 110 km; luckily with 1800m descent and only a few short climbs! ☺ The main road down the
St. Gotthard has parts where bikes are not permitted this meant , that I had to take the old road
with cobbles. I had only one short snack stop and arrived shortly after 9pm in Lugano, where I took
the first hotel directly on the Lake.
It was a warm summer night and I enjoyed a good and meaty dinner in the restaurant next to the
hotel.

Lake Lugano
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Day 5, Lugano – Predazzo (Italy)
Distance
[km]

Metres of
climb [m]

Moving time
[hh:mm]

Time on road
[hh:mm]

Break
[hh:mm]

Avg. speed
[km/h]

Normalized
power [W]

389

2933

14:34

19:41

05:07

26,7

160

I started a bit late, at 4:50am without breakfast. My goal was to reach CP3 that night. My plan was to
fly across the Northern Italy Plain with more than 28 kph avg (which I actually achieved!), but many
things went wrong on this day, so that I couldn’t get the full advantage out of my route choice …
After 6am, just before the Italian border I found a big gas station that had just opened. They didn’t
offer warm food, but 2 coffees, juice and water for my bottles, and 2 packs of chocolate cookies did
their job for the next 3 hours till Bergamo, where I had a 40min breakfast stop. The temperatures
had raised , it was already up to 23°C. Everything was fine so far.

2nd breakfast in Bergamo ~9am

Lago di Garda, Sirmione

Shortly before Brescia, around noon, the sun was already burning at >30°C, the display of my Garmin
Edge 1000 completely froze – there was no response from the device on no matter what I press!
The city of Brescia was only a few kilometers ahead. I thought I could navigate to Brescia with the sun
and try to reboot the Garmin during my lunch in a nice Pizzeria! But there were either big roads,
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where cycling was not permitted, or the roads lead to the south – which was not my preferred
direction! Finally I followed a sign “Lago di Garda” – exactly where I wanted to go. But only a few
minutes later I found myself on an Italian Highway with cars signaling, that this was not a road I
should ride on! I was probably on the days local radio news … ☺ Luckily there was an exit only a
couple of kilometers later. Shortly afterwards I finally found a road out of the city in easterly
direction. I stopped at the next Pizzeria on the outskirts to have lunch. I had done 200km so far, it
was now 33°C and only 12:30pm. I had already suffered a lot in the heat, so I stopped for more than
1 hour. Unfortunately the Pizza was one of the worst of my life, so bad that I couldn’t eat it all . At
least I could reset my Garmin and it seemed that it had even recorded my data .
Only 40kms later I arrived at Lake Garda, in Sirmione. It was still incredibly hot, up to 37°C! I had
doused my jersey in cold water, whenever I found a fountain or a water-tap next to the road, to
cool my body down ! Saddle sore started to emerge due to the moisture. I needed additional
internal cooling and stopped for an ice cream in the shade. Another 40 km later I felt so bad and
overheated, that I stopped in a coffee shop for 1.5 hours, where I drank a lot and even had a short
nap on the bench. But I didn’t have the appetite to eat something.
It was now 6pm and I had only done 260km, due to my many breaks. At least the temperatures
dropped now a bit below 30°C and the sun wasn’t burning my skin anymore. Outside Rovereto my
appetite returned and I stopped for 2 portions of Spaghetti Carbonara. When I left the restaurant it
was already 8pm and I had at least 300km in my pocket – but not enough for what I had expected to
be a big day for me! I wanted to do at least a bit of the climb from Trento to the Passo Pellegrino! At
0:30am I had done another 1000 metres of climb and 88 km since my dinner, and decided to bivvi
behind the gasoline station in Predazzo. Despite being at 1000 m above sea level it was comfortable
and warm inside my down sleeping bag and I fell asleep very quickly. Were it not for all my problems
with the Garmin and the heat, I could have been now in Alleghe at CP3 and sleeping in a bed!

Bivvy behind the gas station in Predazzo

